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Abstract
In article describes main metodological principles of designing of intellectual information system
for realization of support of decision-making by a management of managing subjects. Process of
development of the effective unified technique of creation and introduction of the intellectual automated
system which is characterized by existence of ability of a message a configuration of orders and
maintenance of clients to adapt under activity of the company of a certain branch, to consider specifics of
production, a possibility of change of system in the shortest terms and also orientations to strategic
objectives of the company, remains insufficiently worked. Processes are classified on the main and
auxiliary. The main processes create new quality of production. Auxiliary processes create infrastructure
of the enterprise. The person, responsible for process, has the right to change and improve it and is the
owner of process. Borders of process are defined by an interval from the moment preceding the first
operation (border of "entrance") and till the moment following the last operation (border of "exit"). Also
in the article describers ordering of modern scientific representations about intellectual information
technologies in a context of allocation of a subject field of their application. In conclusion it should be
noted that use of similar technologies in managements of the industrial enterprise, will lead to increase in
productivity of the enterprise and reduction of terms of self-sufficiency of investments made in
information technology development of support of adoption of strategic and administrative decisions.
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1.

Introduction
Deepening of market transformations in economy of the Russian Federation, strengthening of the

competition as a result of globalization of the world market, transition of an industrial complex to
innovative model of development have significant effect on statement and reshekny new questions in a
control system of production. In such conditions information opportunities by means of a combination
and development of various elements, methods, models and instruments of planning, modernization of
already existing methods raise (Vinogradova & Galimova, 2017).
Process of development of the effective unified technique of creation and introduction of the
intellectual automated system which is characterized by existence of ability of a message a configuration
of orders and maintenance of clients to adapt under activity of the company of a certain branch, to
consider specifics of production, a possibility of change of system in the shortest terms and also
orientations to strategic objectives of the company, remains insufficiently worked (Vinogradova, 2012;
Caregorodcev, 2003). Further scientific justification of automation of model of the solution of tasks of
business management by means of development of a method of formation and development of complex
system of economic planning and management on the basis of algorithms of application of neuronets
which feature is reorganization of business processes at production management is offered, the
dependence of management on character and a condition of the enterprise is studied. Introduction of
uniform system of the classification of income and expenses suitable for each business unit, within
process of management of production will allow the enterprises to come to essentially new level of
efficiency of activity, to distinctly represent under what articles income and expenses of each separate
division or the enterprise was distributed (Behstens, Van Den Berg, & Vud, 2006; Aleksandrova &
Anikin, 2014).

2.

Problem Statement
The financial structure has to correspond to kinds of activity of the company. This approach will

allow to estimate results of activity of the enterprise for each direction having the budgets, having
provided their effective management.
Integral part of the software product is creation of structurally functional model of the solution of
problems of planning and management with differentiation of business processes.
Processes are classified on the main and auxiliary. The main processes create new quality of
production. Auxiliary processes create infrastructure of the enterprise. The person, responsible for
process, has the right to change and improve it and is the owner of process. Borders of process are defined
by an interval from the moment preceding the first operation (border of "entrance") and till the moment
following the last operation (border of "exit") (Belyaev, 2013; Vodopyanova, 2014).

3.

Research Questions
The system has the following integrative properties:
▪ the variety and distinction of components is connected with their functional specificity and
autonomy;
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▪ the properties which are absent in separately taken components can be present at system in
general;
▪ structure that means existence established interrelations and the relations between system
components, their distribution on hierarchy levels.
Opposition of system to an environment or Wednesday is its initial characteristic (Martyinov,
2012; Marshova, Protasova, & Alenicheva, 2015; Mnogogreshnov & Samohvalova, 2015). Everything
that is outside system belongs to Wednesday. Wednesday is a set of all systems except for the studied part
of the world around. In this regard it is possible to draw a conclusion that the system represents the final
set of objects allocated from the environment by delimitation of system. Between the external
environment and the enterprise there is a large number of interrelations which are the instrument of
interaction of system and Wednesday. Exchange of material, financial, power, information and other
elements between system and is made Wednesday by means of mutual transfer on entrance and output
communications (Nikolenko & Zobnin, 2016). Resources are elements which are transferred to system
from the environment, and end products of activity of system - elements which the system transfers to the
external environment.
Achievement and maintaining desirable result of behavior of system acts as its main objective.
Interpretation of the purpose of system in relation to the enterprise – aspiration to optimum result which
represents maximizing value of the capital on condition of constant preservation of the established
liquidity level, achievement of the goals of production and realization taking into account social tasks
(Popov, 2012; Suhanova & Mentyukova, 2016).

4.

Purpose of the Study
The generalized description of stages of process of creation of an expert control system of quality

of production of the industrial enterprise are provided in Table 01.

Table 01. Stages of the process design and development of corporate information systems
Stage Name of a
The realized (reached) functions, in aspects:
№
stage
Marketing
Design
Production
Other functions
00 Planning
Clarification of Choice of the platform Identification of
Research:
market conditions and architecture of
production
demonstration of
and opportunities. future product.
restrictions.
available
Definition of
Assessment of new
Development of
technologies.
segments of the technologies
strategy
Financial: installation
market
of the planned
purposes
01

Development Detection of needs Research of feasibility Estimation of cost of
of the
of users.
of the offered concepts. production of a
concept
Definition of key Creation of the concept product. Assessment
users.
of design. Creation and of feasibility of
Identification of testing of models and production of a
the competing
prototypes
product
products

Financial: assistance
to carrying out the
economic analysis.
Legal: patent
researches
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Stage Name of a
№
stage

The realized (reached) functions, in aspects:
Marketing
Design
Development of Consideration of
the plan of release alternative architecture
of additional
of a product.
accessories and Definition of the main
expansion of
subsystems and
family of
interfaces.
production.
Installation of
target reference
points for the
price of sales

Production
Definition of the
scheme of
production.
Calculation of the
planned costs

Other functions
Financial:
participation in
carrying out the
analysis of
expediency of
independent
production. Service:
identification of
possible problems in
service

02

System
design

03

Working
draft

04

Tests and
Development of Tests of operational
Assistance to the
Sale: development of
operational advertizing
qualities. Modification transfer of production the sales plan
development materials.
of design following the to an operating mode.
Participation in results. Obtaining
Working off of
operational tests necessary certificates processes of
(consumer testing)
production. Training
of production
personnel.
Improvement of
processes of quality
control

05

Transfer of Distribution of
production to prototypes
an operating
mode

5.

Research Methods

Development of Definition of geometry Definition of
the marketing plan of a product.
processes of
Installation of
production.
admissions. Creation Definition of
of the project
processes of quality
documentation
control.

Assessment of
prototypes

Beginning of
operations on
production start

-

In many practical tasks an available set of knowledge is incomplete or inexact. In such situations
the probabilistic reasonings allowing the systems of artificial intelligence to work in the conditions of
uncertainty (Aleksandrova & Anikin, 2014; Belyaev, 2013) are used.
The main objective of system is the description of a way of achievement of the goal fixed by the
expected numerical characteristics. The set of the interconnected purposes represents their system. It is
possible to allocate several classifications of systems of the purposes which treat:
▪ short-term (performance in a year or earlier) and long-term (performance through the period
exceeding 1 year) the purposes;
▪ tactical and strategic objectives;
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▪ financial, production, social purposes, improvement of quality of production and others.

6.

Findings
The interface of process represents the organizational, technical and information mechanism when

which using the interrelation between processes is carried out. Therefore optimization of activity of the
enterprise has to be organized business around – processes for the purpose of overcoming their
fragmentariness for achievement of considerable improvements of key indicators therefore the main
objective of creation of the process focused enterprise is allocation business – processes according to
grocery lines and functional divisions with their subsequent connection in through processes which are
aimed at creation of different types of production (Goraeva & Shamina, 2015; Komkov, Bondareva,
Romantsov, Didenko, & Skripnyuk, 2015; Kritskaya, 2016).
Each company represents difficult socially – technical system. The concept "system" used in
modern practice, has a set of semantic nuances and values. In this regard it is necessary to define the
values directly related to the system analysis of activity of the enterprise (Kuznetsova & Nikiforov, 2013;
Lyapkina & Zharikova, 2014). The most suitable definitions are given below.

7.

Conclusion
In conclusion it should be noted that use of similar technologies in management of the industrial

enterprise, will lead to increase in productivity of the enterprise and reduction of terms of self-sufficiency
of investments made in information technology development of support of adoption of strategic and
administrative decisions and will lead to the solution of a problem of improvement of quality of
production with simultaneous decrease in its prime cost.
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